
Hire the Ask Tent

Welcome to the Ask Tent

Our outdoor event space and part of Homeground - providing a socially 
distanced space for people to socialise and enjoy great theatre, art, music, 
comedy and more.

The Ask Tent is available to hire Tuesday to Sunday from 12:00 until 22:00.

Featuring a stage, PA and a 70-inch LED TV, our ASK Tent is the ideal space 
for meetings and presentations as well as corporate hospitality and social 
events in the evening.  Set up with four chairs around 27 coffee tables, the 
maximum capacity is a socially distanced 100.

Contact hires@homemcr.org, 0161 212 3436



Hire the Ask Tent

Contact hires@homemcr.org, 0161 212 3436

Ask Tent Prices 

Ask Tent Hospitality
We’re working with some of the finest independent food and drink providers across the North West,  
all of which are available when you hire the Ask Tent.

Plant based eatery Vertigo are bringing a dizzying array of vegan options, including their seitan 
bao buns, buffalo cauliflower wings and the legendary cinnamon and ice cream bao bun.

Cork of the North are providing a selection of tipples, chosen from their small but perfectly formed 
list. Forget warm Pinot Grigio in a plastic cup and think crisp Rieslings, smooth Pinot Noirs and 
perhaps a cheeky cava or two.

Bringing the Pan-Asian flavours are Manchester stalwarts Tampopo. From Asian fried chicken wings 
to kimchi burgers and rice boxes, these original noodle purveyors will be spicing up your Home-
ground experience.

Bean and Bubble are providing the fizz and the caffeine, with locally roasted coffees, prosecco and 
craft beer – plus espresso martinis, of course.

Bagels, burgers and beer – the holy trinity? They certainly are for Triple B who are serving up 
variations on the theme, including their much-loved grill melts and goofie fries.

Wrap Up Burritos come in chicken, halloumi, jackfruit, beef and veg combinations – plus they do 
nachos too!

Topping off the menu are our HOME pizzas, bringing you flavours you know and love while you 
enjoy live performances.

Afternoon 
12:00-16:00

Ask Tent

Ask Tent

Tuesday - Wednesday

Thursday - Sunday

Evening 
18:00-22:00

£1000 + VAT

£1500 + VAT

£600 + VAT

£600 + VAT
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